As green building has evolved beyond its initial emphasis on energy efficiency, greater attention has been given to the choice of structural materials and the degree to which they influence a building’s environmental footprint. Increasingly, wood from sustainably managed forests is viewed as a responsible choice—for a number of reasons. Wood grows naturally by harnessing energy from the sun, absorbing carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen. It is renewable and a carbon sink, and outperforms other materials in terms of embodied energy, air and water pollution, and other impact indicators.¹

But what about the forest? The benefits above notwithstanding, how can building designers be sure that specifying wood doesn’t negatively impact the North American forest resource?

As this course will demonstrate, the answer to that question has several elements. On one hand, North American forest practices are among the world’s best and the amount of forested land, in both the U.S. and Canada, has been stable for decades. On the other, there are threats—such as climate change, increased wildfire, insect infestation and disease, and deforestation due to urban development—which are broader than the forest industry and must be addressed at a societal level. Drawing from a wide range of research publications, the following pages will examine the current state of North American forests, modern forest practices and criteria for sustainability, and consider some of the challenges that could profoundly impact the future of the forest resource. In this context, the course will also discuss why strong markets for wood products provide an incentive for landowners, not only to invest in forest management, but to keep forested land forested even though greater profit can often be made by converting it to other uses.

**IS NORTH AMERICA RUNNING OUT OF FORESTS?**

“On the whole, no evidence suggests that we are using up our forests. In fact, the total area of forests has been stable, and the volume of wood on them increasing.” — National Report on Sustainable Forests – 2010²

Until the early 1900s, settlers coming to North America cleared an average of 2.1 acres of forest per person to survive and grow food.³ Since then, the establishment of industrial agriculture and other changes in land use have mitigated the need for forest clearing and forest acreage has been stable for close to a century.

The U.S. reported an annual increase in forest area of 0.12 percent in the 1990s and 0.05 percent from 2000 to 2005, while Canada reported no change.⁴ In both countries, responsible forest management has resulted in more than 50 consecutive years of net forest growth that exceeds annual forest harvests.

---

**Learning Objectives**

After reading this article, you should be able to:

1. Evaluate the use of wood as a construction material in the context of long-term forest sustainability as well as attributes such as low embodied energy and light carbon footprint.
2. Discuss forest sustainability measures such as biodiversity, soil and water quality, and harvest vs. net growth.
3. Examine the concept that using wood in buildings provides an incentive to landowners to keep forested lands forested instead of converting them to uses such as urban development.
4. Compare the carbon benefits of an unmanaged forest vs. a managed forest where timber is used for wood buildings.

To receive credit, you are required to read the entire article and pass the test. Go to www.awc.org for complete text and to take the test for free.
The Impact of Wood Use on North American Forests

United States

According to the National Report on Sustainable Forests – 2010, the U.S. has approximately 751 million acres of forest area, which is about one third of the country’s total land area. "This stability is in spite of a nearly three-fold increase in population over the same period and is in marked contrast with many countries where wide-scale deforestation remains a pressing concern.”

Forty-four percent of U.S. forests are owned by entities such as national, state and local governments; the rest are owned by private landowners, including more than 22 million family forest owners. The fact that net forest growth has outpaced the amount of wood harvested for decades supports the idea that landowners who depend economically on the resource have a strong incentive for their sustainable management. This aligns with global forest data, which indicates that forest products and industrial roundwood demands provide the revenue and policy incentives to support sustainable forest management. However, with urban development and other uses increasingly vying for land, an issue going forward will be making sure that landowners continue to have reasons to keep forested lands forested.

Canada

Canada has 860 million acres of forestland, which is about 90 percent of the forested area it had before European settlement. Ninety-four percent of the forest is publicly owned and managed by provincial, federal and territorial governments. The remaining 6 percent is on private property belonging to more than 450,000 private landowners.

Wood supply is the term used to describe the estimated volume of timber that can be harvested from an area while meeting environmental, economic and social objectives. Governments regulate harvest levels on public lands by specifying an annual allowable cut.
and foresters support continuous improvement as well as the use of forestry best management practices (BMPs). Government agencies monitor forest management activities for compliance with regulations.

**Forest Certification**

While forestry is practiced in keeping with regulations and guidelines that consider environmental, economic and social values for that particular country, voluntary forest certification allows forest companies to demonstrate the effectiveness of their practices by having them independently assessed against sustainability standards.

Wood is the only building material that has third-party certification programs in place to demonstrate that products being sold have come from a responsibly managed resource. As of January 2015, more than 500 million acres of forest in the U.S. and Canada were certified under one of the four internationally recognized programs used in North America: the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI), Canadian Standards Association’s Sustainable Forest Management Standards (CSA), and American Tree Farm System (ATFS). This represents approximately half of the world’s certified forests.

According to the National Association of State Foresters, “credible forest certification programs include the following fundamental elements: independent governance, multi-stakeholder standard, independent certification, complaints/appeals process, open participation and transparency. [...] While in different manners, the ATFS, FSC, and SFI systems include the fundamental elements of credibility and make positive contributions to forest sustainability.”

Similarly, the World Business Council on Sustainable Development released a statement supporting an inclusive approach that recognizes these programs as well as CSA (and others).

The FSC, SFI, CSA and ATFS programs all depend on third-party audits where independent auditors measure the planning, procedures, systems and performance of on-the-ground forest operations against the predetermined standard. The audits, performed by experienced, independent foresters, biologists, socio-economists or other professionals, are conducted by certification bodies accredited to award certificates under each of the programs. A certificate is issued if a forest operation is found to be in conformance with the specified forest certification standard.

**THE ART AND SCIENCE OF FOREST MANAGEMENT**

There is a good reason forestry is often described as a blending of art and science. Foresters must follow the laws, regulations and best practices of forestry and apply forest science and the results of ongoing research. They must also nurture the art of recognizing the unique features of a specific forest and site and develop the management design that will meet diverse environmental, economic and social interests, including the needs and objectives of the landowner.

The blending of art and science that occurs in forest management is similar to what occurs in a building project. Like the multi-disciplinary team that designs and constructs buildings, sustainable forest management involves a team that includes foresters, engineers, biologists, hydrologists, surveyors and loggers that plan and care for the forest. In both cases, members of the team must address the technical requirements and obligations of their profession while taking into consideration the tastes and desires of the project partners and owners. In the case of forestry, this includes caring for the forest while meeting the needs of landowners, the environment and their community.

**PLANNING FORESTS OF THE FUTURE**

Although approaches differ, effective multi-decade planning is a fundamental part of forest sustainability.

On national forests in the U.S., for example, conformance with the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) requires the
include biology of the tree species, availability of on-site seed sources, site ecology, type of harvest system employed and objectives for the site.

In Canada, where forest regeneration is required on public lands, just under half of the total harvest area is regenerated naturally and the rest through planting or seeding.12

ENSURING HEALTHY FOREST GROWTH

After planting new trees, foresters use a variety of practices to support and encourage healthy forest growth, including understory thinning as well as understory planting and weeding. These treatments are applied to sustain ecosystem health and function, improve stand quality and produce desirable tree qualities that provide important economic and ecological values. They can also help to reduce the risk of wildfire in forests where previous fire prevention and other factors have resulted in an excess buildup of woody debris.

To control competing vegetation or brush, foresters use a variety of tools including chemical (e.g., herbicides), manual (e.g., saws and axes) and biological (e.g., sheep).

When properly used, herbicides can be an appropriate tool in a sustainably managed forest. In stands of pine and spruce, for example, pioneer plant species such as raspberry and trembling aspen thrive on disturbed sites with open growing conditions (i.e., following harvest), easily outcompeting newly planted seedlings for nutrients, light and water. Similar to a garden, weeds that are not controlled will take over and prevent the growth of desired species.

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), commercial and government use of herbicides (which includes forestry) accounts for 9 percent of use nationwide, while home and garden use accounts for 13 percent and the agricultural sector accounts for 78 percent.13

All pesticides applied in the U.S. must be registered with the EPA and must carry federally approved labels describing permitted uses and appropriate protection measures. To be registered, pesticides must be tested for effects on humans and the environment, and applicators of pesticides on forest land must also comply with state laws. In Canada, the Pest Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) of Health Canada reviews and regulates all pesticide use under the federal Pest Control Products Act. Such registration indicates that, based on extensive expert review of all available scientific evidence, registered products have no potential for significant effects on human or environmental health when used as directed.

PROTECTING SOIL AND WATER QUALITY

Soil is made up of a complex mixture of minerals, organic matter, gases, liquids and micro-organisms. It’s an obvious and essential component of forest ecosystems, providing both a base for trees, plants and organisms, and the minerals and nutrients needed for their growth. In a forest, soil is held together by the root structures of trees and plants, and protected from erosion by tree trunks, forest floor vegetation and woody and leafy debris.

In forestry (as in agriculture), soil is the base resource; the medium that supports the ecosystem. It is therefore essential that soil be protected from damage and erosion.

IS THERE A NEED TO ‘GREEN’ THE FOREST SECTOR?

“Forestry is the art and science of creating, using and conserving forests. The forestry profession was a pioneer in developing techniques for sustainable management and, later, techniques for the multiple use of forests. More recently, broad holistic concepts such as ecosystem management and landscape management have been developed, tested and applied. These are all elements of the sustainability and sustainable management of a wide variety of renewable resources. […] Although the term “sustainable forest management” is synonymous with “good forestry,” forestry and forest management are sometimes viewed as potentially damaging to the environment. This fear is justified where unscientific or illegal forest practices are used, but the argument that there is a need to “green the forest sector” appears to give too little credit to forestry’s core concepts.”

State of the World’s Forests 2012, UNFAO
For example, to avoid compacting sensitive soil, foresters may use heavy equipment in the winter when the ground is frozen instead of summer when it’s soft, or use cable logging techniques instead of ground-based equipment.

Protecting against erosion is necessary, not only for the forest, but to keep soil from entering water bodies where it could be detrimental to fish habitat. Strategies involve avoiding sensitive areas (such as unstable slopes) and road construction techniques that include seeding the road with grass, creating diversion ditches and adding water bars (diagonal channels that prevent water from flowing down the length of the road).

CONSERVING BIODIVERSITY

Biological diversity, or biodiversity, refers to the variety of species and ecosystems on earth and their ecological systems. An important indicator of forest sustainability, it enables organisms and ecosystems to respond to and adapt to environmental change.

Conserving biodiversity is an essential part of forest sustainability and involves strategies at different scales.

At the landscape level, networks of parks and protected areas conserve a range of biologically and ecologically diverse ecosystems. Tens of millions of acres of North America’s forests are protected within wilderness areas and parks and through regional and local programs. Forests with special ecological attributes are also protected by established conservation easements developed through the work of local land trusts.

From a forest management perspective, conserving biodiversity involves strategies that create a diversity of ecosystem conditions through space and time, to provide diverse habitat for native species of plants and animals across the landscape. Among other things, this may include selecting harvest, renewal and tending treatments that maintain existing tree species diversity, maintaining mapped areas of standing trees within a harvested site, or planning harvest patterns based on wildlife habitat management objectives.

CHALLENGING PRECONCEPTIONS

This course has touched on a variety of criteria for forest sustainability. Another is public discourse. Frank discussion regarding the status of North American forests, how they’re managed and the challenges they face is necessary to maintaining the many values they provide. In that spirit, this section addresses some of the most common concerns about forests and the forest industry.

True or false: Leaving the forest alone has the greatest climate change benefit

False. There is growing awareness among building designers that using wood can reduce a building’s carbon footprint, provided it comes from a sustainably managed forest. At
the core of wood’s carbon benefit is the fact that as trees grow they absorb carbon dioxide \((\text{CO}_2)\) from the atmosphere, release the oxygen \((\text{O}_2)\) and incorporate the carbon into their wood, leaves or needles, roots and surrounding soil. Young, vigorously growing trees take up carbon quickly, with the rate slowing as they reach maturity (typically 60-100 years, depending on species and environmental factors).

Over time, one of three things happens:
- When the trees get older, they start to decay and slowly release the stored carbon.
- The forest succumbs to wildfire, insects or disease and releases the carbon quickly.
- The trees are harvested and manufactured into products, which continue to store much of the carbon (Wood material is approximately 50 percent carbon by dry weight.) In the case of wood buildings, the carbon is kept out of the atmosphere for the lifetime of the structure—or longer if the wood is reclaimed at the end of the building’s service life and either re-used or remanufactured into other products.

Unless the area is converted to another use, the cycle begins again as the forest regenerates and young seedlings once again begin absorbing \(\text{CO}_2\).

The other important aspect to wood’s relatively light carbon footprint is the fact that wood products require less energy to manufacture than other major building materials,17 and most of that comes from renewable biomass (i.e., sawdust, bark and other residual fiber) instead of fossil fuels. In the U.S., biomass fuels provided 75 percent of the energy required at wood product facilities in 2010.18

In Canada, bioenergy accounts for 58 percent of the energy used by the entire forest industry.19 A great deal of research has been undertaken to determine how forests can be managed to maximize their carbon benefits. According to a report from the Society of American Foresters,20 numerous studies of forest carbon relationships show that a policy of active and responsible forest management is more effective in capturing and storing atmospheric carbon than a policy of hands-off management that precludes periodic harvests and use of wood products.

While acknowledging that it is not appropriate to manage every forested acre with a sole focus on carbon mitigation, the report’s authors conclude (among other things), that:
- Wood products used in place of more energy-intensive materials, such as metals, concrete and plastic reduce carbon emissions, store carbon, and can provide additional biomass that can be substituted for fossil fuels to produce energy.
- Sustainably managed forests can provide greater carbon mitigation benefits than unmanaged forests, while delivering a wide range of
environmental and social benefits including timber and biomass resources, jobs and economic opportunities, clean water, wildlife habitat, and recreation.

As with all aspects of forestry, choosing not to manage also has consequences, and this also impacts carbon. Young, healthy forests are carbon sinks because they’re actively absorbing carbon dioxide as they grow. As forests mature, they generally become carbon cycle-neutral because primary productivity declines. Many continue to store substantial amounts of carbon indefinitely—old growth forests in the U.S. and Canada represent significant carbon sinks—but the probability of massive carbon loss also increases. Where forests are killed by large-scale natural disturbances (such as wildfires and insect or disease infestations), they emit their stored carbon without providing the benefits available through product and energy substitution.

According to the UNFAO, “Several aspects of the forest industry’s activities are not adequately captured by looking at only the emissions and sequestration accomplished in the value chain. For example, the use of wood-based building materials avoids emissions of 483 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent a year, via substitution effects. In addition, by displacing fossil fuels, the burning of used products at the end of the life cycle avoids the emission of more than 25 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent per year, which could be increased to 135 million tonnes per year by diverting material from landfills.

“The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that forest biomass-derived energy could reduce global emissions by between 400 million and 4.4 billion tonnes of CO2 equivalent per year, a goal that the forest products industry can help society to reach through its forest biotechnology research and forest biomass infrastructure. The market for wood encourages landowners to keep land under forest, helping to avoid large-scale losses of carbon to the atmosphere via land use change.

“IPCC has stated that ‘In the long term, a sustainable forest management strategy aimed at maintaining or increasing forest carbon stocks, while producing an annual sustained yield of timber, fibre or energy from the forest, will generate the largest sustained mitigation benefit.’ The analysis contained in the present report gives strong support to IPCC’s assertion that sustainable management of production forests represents an important mitigation option over the long term.”21

True or false: The forest industry has seen its last days as a major employer.
False. The forest industry is responsible for more than 1.4 million direct and indirect jobs in the U.S. and Canada. As with many resource industries, employment in both countries decreased in recent years for a variety of factors that include the recession and U.S. housing market crash. However, the industry is in many ways engineering its renewal.

Innovation in the forest – Recognizing that healthy, sustainable forests are the first prerequisite, forest companies continue to invest in advanced management technologies. For example, the latest inventory systems use light detection and ranging (LiDAR) technology to better predict fiber supply attributes, identify key habitat features and sensitive areas, and build more efficient and environmentally sound road systems.

Resource efficiency – According to a recent report on wood utilization,22 “The term ‘waste’ is largely obsolete in the context of today’s North American forest products industry. Logs brought to U.S. and Canadian sawmills and other wood product manufacturing centers are converted almost totally to useful products.”

Expanded opportunities for wood use – The development of innovative new buildings systems (e.g., mass timber) is allowing wood to be used as a structural material in a wider range of building types, increasing the low-carbon options available to building designers.

New product categories – Recognizing that forest-based materials generally have advantages over materials that are non-renewable and/or require large amounts of fossil fuel energy to manufacture, the industry is increasing its R&D efforts in developing new products such as green energy, bioplastics and bio-pharmaceuticals.

As these examples demonstrate, continual improvement is fundamental, not only to forest sustainability, but to the industry’s own competitive future and its ability to provide jobs and contribute to forest-dependent communities.

True or false: If we use more wood, we’ll have less forest.
False. According to the USDA Forest Service, more than 44 million acres of private forestland could be converted to housing development in the next three decades.23 In the U.S., where 56 percent of forests are privately owned, strong markets for wood products help to ensure that landowners derive value from their investment. This provides an incentive not only to keep lands forested, but to manage them sustainably for long-term health.

In Canada, where most forests are publicly owned, sustainable harvest levels are based on the biological and ecological capacity of the land. However, strong markets contribute to resource efficiency by ensuring that forest fiber is utilized for the highest value products.

THREATS TO FOREST SUSTAINABILITY
While North American forests have remained relatively stable for decades, they also face significant threats. Although by no means a comprehensive list, the following three were identified in the National Report on Sustainable Forests – 2010 as crucial:

The loss of forest lands and working forests
According to the report, “gross statistics on forest area mask substantial fragmentation and outright losses in forest land at the regional level,
Young, healthy forests are carbon sinks because they're actively absorbing carbon dioxide as they grow. As forests mature, the rate of carbon uptake slows.

particularly in areas adjacent to growing urban areas or where recreational development is prominent. Fragmentation and loss is further compounded by the sale of forest lands to firms and individuals whose primary focus is not active forest management for timber production, forest conservation, or other purposes.” Where profitable, forest management and the revenues it generates can serve as an incentive to landowners to keep lands forested and not convert them to other uses.

Climate change – Although forests and wood products have a significant role to play in climate change mitigation, the report says “We are already seeing altered patterns of forest disturbance associated with changes in temperature, precipitation and insect activity. The resulting changes in the distribution of forest cover and species distribution will play out over the coming decades.” Climate change is already being incorporated into forest management planning with the objective of helping forests to remain resilient in the face of environmental stressors.

Wildfire and insect infestation – Referred to in sustainability language as “changing disturbance patterns,” this category has included a three-fold increase in insect-induced tree mortality in the last decade and a “marked increase” in forest fires, especially on public lands in the West. “This increase is tied to a complex set of natural and human-induced dynamics involving fire suppression, increasing stand densities, aging of certain tree species and warming temperatures. The result has been a dramatic increase in the area of forest affected by bark beetle infestations in the pine forests of the interior West and a general increase in forest fuel loadings and fire susceptibility.
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THE NEXT 100 YEARS

The reThink Wood initiative is a coalition of interests representing North America’s wood products industry and related stakeholders. The coalition shares a passion for wood products and the forests they come from. Innovative new technologies and building systems have enabled longer wood spans, taller walls and higher buildings, and continue to expand the possibilities for wood use in construction. www.rethinkwood.com/CEU